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Elliott’s New Mobile ID 1.0 Solution Provides a Very Flexible Stepping Stone for
Organizations Wanting to Implement Mobile Solutions™
Elliott’s new Mobile ID 1.0 solution provides organizations an affordable way to enroll personnel
and issue secure IDs using an affordable entry level ID solution that can transform into a
complete accountability system with the seamless integration of other Mobile Solutions™
accountability software and hardware.
St. Louis, MO January 9, 2012 - Elliott Data Systems, Inc., an expert in the development and
integration of the Mobile Solutions™ line of identification and accountability solutions, released
their Mobile ID 1.0 software solution today. Mobile ID 1.0 is a basic enrollment and ID issuance
solution specifically designed as a building block to support Elliott’s more complete accountability
Mobile Solutions™ such as the Emergency Event Manager, Construction Site Manager, Asset
Manager and Accountability Manager Solutions. Mobile ID 1.0 allows organizations to begin
issuing IDs to personnel and enrolling them into the system with the ability to later expand their
system into a more comprehensive accountability solution.
With Mobile ID 1.0, users are able to capture personnel data including contact information, full
color photo, certifications, specialties, security level, etc. Hardware components are integrated
with the Mobile ID 1.0 software enabling users to instantly print a secure, quality ID badge on-site.
Skill sets, certifications and obtainable assets purchased by the individual can be entered into the
system and connected to personnel. Collected data can also be shared by multiple
departments/divisions with authorization and the system’s reporting feature allows users to easily
run reports on the data collected by individual departments/divisions or data shared among any
other authorized departments/divisions. The flexibility of Mobile Solutions gives organizations the
ability to allow their system to evolve as their needs grow instead of immediately investing in an
all encompassing solution that may not be fully utilized or fit into their budget. The adaptability of
this solution allows organizations to begin using a simple identification system to issue secure IDs
and easily expand their capabilities to include personnel tracking and accountability at a later
date.
Mobile ID 1.0 allows approved personnel to choose from a number of card designs and print high
quality ID badges that adhere to the FIPS guidelines issued by the government to ensure a
secure credential. The basic system includes Mobile ID 1.0 software, ID Card Printer, camera,
SmartReg scanner, ID card supplies and accessories. Mobile ID 1.0 can be installed on a new or
existing laptop or computer, however this ID system can also be integrated with an Elliott Mobile
Command Case which provides an integrated, mobile compact ID system that can easily be
transported to any location and operated with the press of a button. Mobile ID 1.0 can also be
enhanced with the integration of Elliott’s IDPix 1000 Professional which provides one click photo
capture of professional, high quality images. Other advanced features include the ability to create
custom card designs.
Elliott delivers Mobile Solutions™ to organizations nationwide both directly and through a number
of business partners located throughout the United States. Elliott and their Certified Solution
Providers are trained and certified to deliver professional services including consultations, user
training and technical support for Elliott Mobile Solutions™ such as the Mobile ID 1.0 Solution. To
learn more, contact Jason Rezabek, Mobile Solutions Sales Manager 1-888-345-8511
jrezabek@elliottdata.com or visit www.elliottmobilesolutions.com to find a Certified Mobile
Solutions Provider near you.
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